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SP update

§ Political framework

§ Current status of Sustainable Procurement at UN

§ Overview of existing mechanisms for
mainstreaming SP

§ What definition and what vision

§ Challenges
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More than setting a good example

� Climate Change impacts almost all

mandates of UN.

� More and more UN organizations are

challenged by their governing bodies and

member states

Ban Ki-Moon UN SG

UN SG pledged, on World Environment
Day (5 June 2007)
“…to explore ways of making the United
Nations more climate friendly and
environmentally sustainable, and to develop a
climate-neutral approach to its premises
and operations.”
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A message from UNEP

“Under the leadership of the Secretary General, Ban Ki-
Moon, the UN is now engaged in demonstrating its
'sustainability credentials' by action on the ground and by
good housekeeping at home. We are clearly determined

to put global warming at the top of the global political
agenda and to build the trust so urgently needed if we are
to succeed in combating climate change.

Reviews are underway across all agencies and
programmes to establish a strategy for a climate

neutral UN and to make the refurbishment of the UN
headquarters in New York a model of eco-efficiency.”*

UNEP is committed to take part in the fight against
climate change and in showing leadership. We are
committed to become climate neutral by reducing our
energy consumption and carbon footprint and by
offsetting emissions from January 2008.

Achim Steiner

Executive Director,
UNEP

* 8 October 2007

117th Assembly of the
Inter-Parliamentary Union

Geneva

Photo from iucn.org
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Strategy for Climate Neutral UN

Statement of the Chief Executives Board
(26 October 2007) :

“We, the Heads of the United Nations agencies, funds
and programmes, hereby commit ourselves to moving
our respective organizations towards climate
neutrality in our headquarters and United Nations
centres for our facility operations and travel.”
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Strategy for Climate Neutral UN

In particular, by the end of 2009 we will:

�  Estimate our greenhouse gas emissions consistent
with accepted international standards;

�  Undertake efforts to reduce our greenhouse gas
emissions to the extent possible; and

�  Analyze the cost implications and explore budgetary
modalities- including consulting with governing bodies
as needed - of purchasing carbon offsets to
eventually reach climate neutrality.
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Definitions and Boundaries

“Climate neutrality” is defined by the entire set of policies that an

institution uses when it estimates its known greenhouse gas emissions,
takes measures to reduce them, and purchases carbon offsets to
“neutralize” those emissions that remain.

Greenhouse gases are defined as the six gases covered by the

Kyoto Protocol: CO2, CH4, N20, HFCs, PFCs, SF6

Included are facilities (HQ and field offices) and activities within these,

official vehicles, official travel of staff and meeting participants financed by

the organization.

Not included are: activities not directly controlled by management,

such as the personal sphere of staff or projects implemented in
partnership with other organizations
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Sustainable UN

SUN is an initiative of UNEP to assist UN and other

organisations to reform towards climate neutrality...

…with tools, methodologies and assistance services to enable the
practical implementation of activities aiming at reducing GHG
emissions and at improving organisations overall sustainability.

�Facilities Management

�Organisational culture (Green Meeting Guide)

�Sustainable Procurement

� SP Statement

� UN SP Guide

� Product Sheets

� Capacity building 
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UN Procurement

�  The overall procurement volume of UN Agencies during

2007 reached US $10.08 billion”.

� The procurement function does not only provide the UN
with means to work.  SP gives a signal of what is
important for the organisation and how it can
concretely support sustainable development and
innovation.

[1] the report is managed by UNOPS. 'The Annual Statistical Report‘ 2007 provides data

on procurement of goods and services from 33 UN organizations and UNDP's country offices.
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Status of SP in UN

2006 UNEP did a  survey on status of SP in the United Nations:

a. Sustainable development was present as a concept in UN
procurement but under different names. Some initial steps
were being taken to have environmental or social
considerations in purchasing;

b. No co-ordination or guidelines existed at system level.
Agencies acted mainly on their own under inspiration of
some motivated procurement officials.

c. Procurers are open to include sustainability in their work, but
they need a legal mandate (high-level strong political
signals),  training and well-targeted specific information
(database or clear guidelines per product category).
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Good stories..

Unicef factory inspections on child labor but also H&S

UNHCR training on environmental management for refugees
camps

UN encourages suppliers to join Global compact

UNEP HQ is taking steps to have an EMS

UNESCO and UNEP, IFAD building renovations inclusive of environmental
and energy saving considerations

UNDP sustainable procurement guide and green offices award

World Bank Carbon Neutral since 2003

Renewable energy purchases in Rome (IFAD, FAO, WFP)

UN offices and projects “fed” by Solar panels in Haiti..

…....there is no space however to show off
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The work of SUN for UN SP

SUN has to develop a number of tools to facilitate SP (and through
this,  Climate Neutrality) in UN agencies :

1. Draft “model” documents to facilitate the adoption of SP:

   standard SP policy, examples of ToRs, etc.

2. Provide training opportunities on SP to UN procurers

3. Design 10 SP products guidelines (5 of them with ICLEI)

4. Facilitate info sharing and best practices

We are  happy of the collaboration with ICLEI for the Green
Meeting Guide and for the product guidelines (ICT,
paper/stationary, cleaning services, furniture and more to be
considered)
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SP and climate change

UN operates through the purchase of products and services (including
projects), management of buildings, travel and operations…..

Procurement choices have a significant influence on GHG
emissions:
�  the purchase of renewable energies and energy efficient equipment
or products, products coming from local or closer markets have a
lesser embedded Carbon footprint

� Facilities management choices such as the installation of solar
panel on roof building require a procurement procedure

�  Offsetting CO2 emissions through the purchase of CERs is
also an act of procurement as it requires ultimately the identification
of a service, the selection of a supplier and a contract.
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Challenges

� Genuine interest but difficulty to find guidance and directions in

manuals

“SP is difficult to implement”

� Need to ensure that SP (and CN) does not hinder access to UN

procurement for companies from developing countries

(5th Committee of Ecosoc request for a comprehensive report on SP)

� Very different levels of awareness and openness to change at all

levels

� The commitment to Climate neutrality has not always reached the

administrative function

� Environment is still considered by many a luxury for the north

Because of our specificities, the path for SP in the UN presents
some specific challenges
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Our determination is strong and we are
ready to face the challenges

For further information :
www.unep.fr/scp/sun

Sustainable.un@unep.org

Thanks!


